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The chance to have your car perfectly recreated as a Hot Wheels die-cast toy is back along with new
opportunities for all UK fans to be a part of the growing Hot Wheels Legends Tour.For the first time the Hot
Wheels Legends UK final will be open to the public to watch taking place at wood at icester Heritage on

nd eptember. lso new for is the first-ever fan vote with enthusiasts having the power to select one entry
from a shortlist drawn up by media partner Hagerty to be fast-tracked to the UK final.

Your Car a Legend?

Hot Wheels Approved



ScaleModels

Sold For £25,250

FTo become a uni ue part of the Hot
Wheels story which has witnessed over
eight billion toy vehicles roll off its

production lines over the past years
entrants simply need to upload a short video
and brief description of their build highlighting
its creativity authenticity and garage spirit .

ehicles can be new or classic road or track
with the winner entering the hallowed Hot
Wheels arage of Legends and securing a
firm claim to fame in popular car culture
history. ntry is uick and easy simply upload
a short video and brief information at
www.hotwheelsuklegendstour.co.uk

Diecast Model for the masses
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Yuri Bezmenov+
British Fail-land

Well Read
In case you wondered why our car national car industry has
been undermined and destroyed, electricity vehicles have
become the only acceptable way forward, and climate

change is now a religion, one man explained how this would
happen in 1984. Few listened.

WhyBadthingshappened
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Yuri Alexandrovich Bezmenov was a Soviet
KGB officer who defected to Canada in 1970.
He calmly and patiently explained just how the

West was being undermined without a shot being
fired. Very few people listened and the evil Ruskies
plan continued apace. Uploading an interview he
gave in 1984 to that new fangled You Tube in the
mid 2000s brought the late Bezmenov (he died in
1993) to prominence.

In exile he became an author, using the name
Tomas David Schuman, questioning communism
and celebrating freedom in the West. Interviewed
by G.Edward Griffin in 1984, the encounter was
entitled 'Soviet Subversion of the Free World Press'
and was broadcast as a documentary. In the
interview, Bezmenov explained the methods used
by the KGB for the gradual subversion of the
political system, mainly in the United States.

What became clear is that the KGB was not
really concerned with the cloak and dagger secret
squirrel spy stuff. No, the majority of time and
money was spent playing the long game. So it was
all about idealogical subversion, taking active
measures and effectively conducting psychological
warfare. Demoralise your enemy and change their
minds. Make them believe the unbelievable,
because that’s where we are now.

According to Besmenov, “What it basically
means is: to change the perception of reality of
every American to such an extent that despite of
the abundance of information no one is able to
come to sensible conclusions in the interest of

defending themselves, their families, their
community, and their country.”

Bezmenov described this process as “a great
brainwashing” that has four basic stages. The first
stage is called “demoralization” which takes from
1 to 20 years to achieve, the minimum number of
years it takes to re educate one generation of
students that is normally exposed to the ideology of
its country. That is why the climate change agenda
is so high with school children who are constantly
told that the end of the world is coming. This is
endorsed by big business and their net zero
obsession which is in line with government policy
just about everywhere in the world.

Bezmenov used the examples of 19 0s hippies
coming to positions of power in the 1980s in the
government and businesses of America. That is
certainly the case now with all the institutions , so
teachers, business leaders and politicians who
have all been brainwashed. But what with

Well, the United Nations Agenda 2030 is the
roadmap to the end of our prosperous Western
lifestyle, as we know it and scrapping of the
motorcar. According to the UN themselves, “This
Agenda is a plan of action for people, planet and
prosperity. It also seeks to strengthen universal
peace in larger freedom.” Its full title actually is
Transforming ur World: the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development’ which came into effect
in anuary 201 . The Declaration’ agreed upon at
the United Nations meeting in New York had 3
points. Be silly and boring to study them all.
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Electric
Debates

YuriBezmenov

Demoralisation
Destabilisation

Crisis
Normalisation

You are here...
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If we pick out a couple we can see what’s going
on right now. 1.Take urgent action to combat
c imate c ange an it im act ess cars, that’s
what this means. It is easy. r at least getting
everyone to change their cars for something that is
electric, because they tell us that those will save the
planet. The alternative is mass public transport, not
perfect, but necessary to fight that nasty climate
change. . ake citie an uman ett ement
inc u i e a e re i ient an u tainab e The UN
would much prefer it if everyone lived in densely
packed, tightly controlled cities where we would be
under twenty four hour surveillance. Easy to boss
about and making sure that no one had any
personal means of transportation would trap them in
a U E hell hole. That seems to be what they are
creating right now. Doing the groundwork and
making no exceptions for anyone who dares to live
in rural areas. . n ure acce to a or ab e
re iab e u tainab e an mo ern energ or a .
What the UN want to do is demonise and also
penalise the reliable and let’s face it, 100 organic,
fuel sources that have served us so well for
generations, coal, gas and oil. Fracking and we
won’t go into any detail at all, is only controversial
because the media says it should be. Meanwhile
subsidies for green’ energy solutions are readily
funded by governments and that means tax payers.
These are schemes that otherwise would not
survive in a real world.

Bezmenov also explained why it was so difficult to
persuade these people that they might be wrong.
“They are programmed to think and react to certain
stimuli in a certain pattern. You can not change
their mind even if you expose them to authentic
information. Even if you prove that white is white
and black is black, you still can not change the
basic perception and the logic of behaviour.

He went on, “As I mentioned before, exposure
to true information does not matter anymore, a
person who was demoralised is unable to assess
true information. The facts tell nothing to him. Even
if I shower him with information, with authentic
proof, with documents, with pictures even if I take
him by force to the Soviet Union and show him
concentration camp, he will refuse to believe it,
until he gets a kick in his fan bottom. When a
military boot crashes his balls then he will
understand. But not before that.”

nce demoralisation is completed, the second
stage of ideological brainwashing is
“destabilisation”. During this two to five year
period, said Bezmenov, what matters is the
targeting of essential structural elements of a
nation: economy, foreign relations, and defence
systems. That may explain just why the slavish
devotion to net zero has meant that there is a lack
of power infrastructure in the United Kingdom, no
new reservoirs or nuclear power stations. The
Green movement, in uenced by the old Soviet
Union, from an idea propagated in Nazi Germany,
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has certainly done its job.
Indeed, the industrial heartland of this country

and specifically the car industry was undermined
by the Communist inspired union leaders in the
1970s. Don’t believe me Read Ford Strike” by
ohn Matthews, published in 1972 by Panther

Press, a more right on version of Penguin. Not
surprisingly, it’s a paperback about a strike at the
Ford factory in Dagenham, which happened in
1971. It was written from the “workers” point of
view.

There is much detail about the fairly petty
grievances that led to mass walkouts and summed
up the gulf between management and worker.
Such as a convoluted scenarios that saw a
foreman doing a material handler’s job: handling
material obviously because the handler wouldn’t be
doing any handling. Then the material handler
refused to handle said material again, in protest at
the unauthorised handling. He was suspended and
everyone walked out.

Proof of union involvement with Soviet Russia is
considerable. ames arkin ones, known as ack
ones, was a trade union leader and General

Secretary of the Transport and General Workers'
Union. He was suspected of passing confidential
information to the Communist Party. MI had a
secret file on his activities and the KGB regarded
him as an 'agent'.

According to Christopher Andrew's book, The
Defence f The Realm, the MI director general,
Sir Martin Furnival ones, was deeply suspicious of
the union leader's links with the Soviets. Since the
1940s he had taken money in exchange for
information.

American owned Ford, might have survived but
they no longer make cars in Britain, while every

other manufacturer of volume cars have perished
or are foreign controlled.

The third stage in this dastardly plan is “crisis.”
It would take only up to six weeks to send a
country into crisis, explained Bezmenov. The crisis
would bring “a violent change of power, structure,
and economy” and will be followed by the last
stage, “normalization.” That’s when your country is
basically taken over, living under a new ideology
and reality.

There was a manufactured pandemic which led
to a real change in the power structure when all
Western governments became dictatorial. This has
resulted in us living in a normalised state of
acceptance.

The people are too cowed, bored and
brainwashed to make any change. The Soviet
Union may not be in charge, but something far
worse is exercising power over us. Politicians who
are beholden to the dictates of the United Nations,
World Health rganisation and the World
Economic Forum are telling every one what to do
and how to live. Whether it is existing in ow Traffic

ones for their own good, driving electricity cars to
save the planet and being reduced to poverty by
following illogical net zero policies, clearly
Bezmenov was right.

The trouble is that demoralisation was
irreversible' and that America was done in 1984.
To look at the state of that country now that is
probably correct and it will take generations to
recover. Right now facts are ignored, feelings are
paramount and the slow walking paint spraying R
miserablists have nothing to do with Fast Fords. .
It is worth taking the time to watch the
interview The Four Stages of Ideological
Subversion https://youtu.be/yErKTVdETpw
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Panda 4 x 4

is 40

To celebrate its 40th
birthday, FIAT has decided to
launch a new special limited
edition called ‘4x40°, but we
won’t be getting one...sadly

PocketSized4x4
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Panda 4 x 4

is 40

FIAT Panda 4x4, since its launch in 1983, has always
embodied a revolution for the industry, immediately
becoming a legend in the making. To celebrate its

40th birthday, FIAT has decided to launch a new special
limited edition called ‘4x40°’.

A collector’s edition, which will be produced in 1,983
exclusive units in honour of the year the FIAT icon was
born. The new version will continue to be devoted to
those who want to move safely on dirt and snow-covered
roads, driving a reliable and comfortable car, even though
its size and fuel consumption are limited. Consistency it’s
the keyword here. Remaining a top of the range unique
limited 4x4, the new version will be inspired by its iconic
legacy, 40 years of undisputed commercial success that
endures and shows no sign of decreasing: almost
800,000 units of Panda 4x4 sold from 1983 and old
leader in 4x4 A-segment with 10% historical sales mix.

Fiat Panda 4x40°: an upgrad in t r
uip nt and
Still remaining iconic, innovative, agile, compact, and

unstoppable, Fiat Panda 4x40° boasts a unique and bold
equipment in both its exteriors and interiors. In its Cross
body, Fiat Panda 4x40° provides an elegant Ivory solid
body paint, enhanced by the 15” bicolor Style Wheels
and black mirror caps. The external body is enriched with
painted side moldings with 4x40° red logo, celebrating
stickers portraying car silhouettes of original and current
Panda and the 4x40° badge on B-pillar. Ivory is also the

main interiors protagonist, coloring the dashboard and
soft touch inserts in the seats. The latter are also
embellished with celebrating icons, 4x40° logo on the
upper fascia seat backrest, red double stitching and
recycled fabric on central inserts.

On top of its dedicated details, the 4x40° limited
edition also includes the characterizations Cross
specific, for those who also use their car to explore the
great outdoors. It is complemented by front fog lights
and DRL LED, privacy glass, front red tow hooks, black
roof bars, which accentuate its sporty look. It also offers
good habitability and comfort thanks to five seats with
three rear headrests, driver seat height adjustment,
leather steering wheel and gear shift knob. To ensure a
pleasant and joyful drive, without giving up on safety, it
is equipped with radio DAB 7” touchscreen with
CarPlay/Android Auto, auto air conditioning, electric
and heated door mirrors, dusk and rain sensors and
rear parking sensors.

The new Panda 4x40° will be available in the
following Markets: Italy, France, Germany, and
Switzerland. That’s a shame.

Panda 4x4: irt an i n
Retracing the history of the Fiat Panda 4x4 means
leafing through the memory album of a forty-year-old
that has been able to ride time while evolving, yet
always remaining true to itself. The history of the
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successful model began when FIAT decided to create a
car that was small on the outside but big on the inside,
beautiful to look at, pleasant to drive and unbeatable in
terms of price. The concept is a success, immediately
appealing and lasting over time. The outcome is due to
the car's vibrant and playful personality, ideal for
everyday use in the city, but at the same time suitable
for motorway stretches.

Fiat Panda 4x4 also has an adventurous soul,
thanks to its 'off-roader' nature which allow drivers to
tour the world and tackle raids, confirming its great
endurance and total reliability.

Prefiguring SUVs major move of the automotive
markets, the Fiat Panda 4x4 gave access to unlimited
mobility to all, attracting heterogeneous customers in
terms of taste, age, and mobility needs. Another proof
of the Brand’s recognized social relevancy in
developing products.

r g n rati n u u d
Since its launch in 1983, many models have

been introduced to the public, offering three
increasingly fresh, seductive but always consistent
generations: the first one including Sisley and Country
Club between 1987 and 1995 the second one with
Cross in 005, which contributed to the great success
of the Panda 4x4 gamma thanks to its similar huge SUV
style but with the benefits that only a compact car can

provide. And finally, the third generation, with gems such
as ew Cross in 014 and PanDA AR in 017. Or the
Fiat Panda Trussardi launched in 019, the first luxury
Panda to spring from the partnership between FIAT and a
fashion house.

A legend that also lives on thanks to its loyal and
passionate community of Panda 4 4 owners who, for
example, broadcast their adventures on social networks,
contributing to the creation of a timeless icon.

A timeless myth, which with its birthday is capable of
reminding FIAT and enthusiasts of how embracing
tradition but still having an avant-garde eye is the secret
to create a revolutionary legacy and to become a legend.
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2012
TOUR DE FRANCE
the first Briton in
history to win
cycling’s biggest
and most
prestigious event

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

What would the Mods do?
When you are in a tight spot,
especially a prison ULEZ, C40,
LEZ, or LTN all these scary
acronyms designed to make
life miserable, ask those

peacocks from times gone by
who may have an answer...

• Dress Sharply
• Ride a Vespa
GS Scooter, it’s

historic charge

zone free

•Wear a TIMEX
Marlin at all

times

• Consider a
mini van, the

commercial tax

free way to do

business in style

• Target
roundels make

excellent

camera

obscuras

• Let The
Action be your

soundtrack

• You can never
have enough

light on the

subject so fit

more Cibies

• Dress Sharply

JimnyModtrix
Experience

ModdedMicro4x4
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

JimnyModtrix
Experience

Twisted Automotive (Twisted), the Yorkshire
vehicle modification specialist, confirms plans
to launch a Suzuki Jimny. It’s the first time in

the company’s year history that sees it carry out
full conversions on a vehicle other than the classic

and over efender. Indicative pricin for the
Suzuki Jimny, redefined y Twisted, is su k

AT. Alon side full uilds, Twisted has confirmed it
will tailor customers vehicles. Twisted’s initial
offerin will e the two seater Jimny i ht

ommercial ehicle ( ). owever, additional
variants haven’t een ruled out. The ase Jimny

has a . litre en ine with speed
manual transmission, litre load area
compartment with flat floor and safety car o
partition, air conditionin , A I selecta le

with low transfer ear, ual Sensor rake
Support, and cruise control with speed limiter.

Specific technical details of the Twisted
modifications will e released as the development
vehicles are si ned off later in . To reserve a

uild slot for a Suzuki Jimny, redefined y Twisted,
contact info twistedautomotive.com
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LandRover

IslayV8

CLASSIC DEFENDER WORKS V8 ISLAY EDITION IS THE FIRST HERITAGE SPECIAL
EDITION WORKS V8 FROM LAND ROVER CLASSIC, INSPIRED BY SPENCER

WILKS’ PERSONAL VEHICLE FROM 1965
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Porsche 911 Turbo

IslayV8
The Classic Defender Works V8 Islay Edition is

inspired by a Series IIa Land Rover owned and
used by Spencer Wilks, that now forms part of the

Land Rover Classic collection, and the Hebridean island
where he holidayed.

The Wilks’ Laggan Estate on Islay was used to test
early prototypes and in 1947, while driving his heavily
modified Rover across the rugged landscape, the
estate's gamekeeper remarked that it must be a "Land
Rover", thus the name was born.

Based on the same technical specification as the
Classic Defender Works V8, the Islay Edition is powered
by a 405hp 5.0-litre V8 petrol engine mated to an eight-
speed ZF automatic transmission. Each one is
comprehensively restored, re-engineered and upgraded,
utilising donor vehicles from 2012-2016. Each carefully
crafted and hand-assembled vehicle provides a unique
proposition to discerning clients looking for a truly
luxurious, comprehensively engineered, collectible
classic Defender, direct from the original manufacturer.

The Works V8 Islay Edition will be limited to 30
examples, all Station Wagons, with 17 available as a 90
short wheelbase and 13 available as a seven-seat 110
version.

In 2023, we celebrate 75 years of Land Rover.
Spencer Wilks and the Isle of Islay are an important part
of our history, and the Classic Defender Works V8 Islay
Edition is a fitting way to help us celebrate a landmark
anniversary. It references a special vehicle in our
collection, Spencer Wilks’ beautiful Series IIa, and is

influenced by the special products and incredible nature
of Islay itself. The authenticity, modern engineering, and
exquisite execution from our skilled engineers and
technicians, make this limited-edition Classic Defender a
very special vehicle for our discerning clients looking for
the ultimate heritage Land Rover.
TIMELESS EXTERIOR

The Classic Defender Works V8 Islay Edition is
finished in Heritage Grey – informed by the Mid Grey
paint of Wilks’ original vehicle – with a contrast roof and
heavy-duty steel wheels finished in Limestone. The
wheelarches are also finished in Heritage Grey for an
even more refined exterior design.

Traditional Land Rover logos and badging are
finished in body colour and there’s a classic-style grille,
familiar from the run-out Defender Heritage Limited
Edition, while rear mudflaps also feature the iconic
heritage branding.

Unique to the Works V8 Islay Edition is a side
graphic reading ‘GXC 639C’ – the registration of Wilks’
Series IIa – which provides a subtle nod to the vehicle
that inspired this themed version of the ultimate classic
Defender.

As has been the case for previous editions of
Defender Works V8s, the Islay Edition features modern
enhancements including LED headlights for enhanced
visibility. These technical additions extend to
comprehensive enhancements under the skin, which
include uprated suspension and braking systems,
tailored for superior on-road performance and dynamics.
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AUTHENTIC INTERIOR
The interior of the Classic Defender Works V8

Islay Edition is where the vehicle’s connection to the Isle
of Islay, the origins of Land Rover (including the genesis
of the Land Rover name itself , really comes to life, with
thoughtful touches and incredible attention to detail.

Luxurious Land Rover Windsor Ebony leather
covers the remium Defender seats, side trim, doors,
roof lining and dashboard. A body colour detail
surrounds the centre console and Classic Infotainment
System, the latter incorporates modern functionality
such as satellite navigation, DAB radio and Bluetooth
into an original display and facia. The same Heritage
Grey body colour surrounds the pistol shifter gearlever
for the eight-speed ZF automatic transmission.

Beside the gearlever is a plaque detailing the story
of how the Land Rover name came to be, when the
estate gamekeeper, Ian Duncan, is reported to have
exclaimed to Wilks – who was testing a heavily modified
Rover that would become the Series I on Islay’s Laggan
Estate – that it must be the new Land Rover he was
driving. In addition, the Land Rover heritage logo is
embossed on the steering wheel and seat headrests.
Meanwhile, unusually for a Classic Defender, all the
footwells are carpeted for an added touch of luxury.

The links to the Isle of Islay are weaved into the
thoughtful details found throughout the interior. The
shoulder area of the seats, sections of the door cards,

the lid of the central armrest and detail hidden behind
the sun visor are all finished in a tactile specially chosen
tweed, crafted by the Islay Woollen Mill – providing a
unique connection to the location and its place in
Defender’s history.

The pattern of the tweed features an earthy base
that echoes the local landscape. Land Rover Classic
chose colours to represent the area, with blue for the
sea and the sky of Islay, purple to reference the local
heather, and a subtle yellow chosen to reference the
peaty grassy landscape. The special fabric also features
on a unique pouch in the centre cubby, for stowing small
items such as a smartphone.

The central stowage space features a bespoke
detail that strengthens the link back to Islay. Its
removable tray, complete with leather tabs, features the
oak of whisky barrels sourced from the islands award
winning ilchoman distillery.

Each tray features a unique 110mm wooden disc
replicating the end of a whisky barrel and is made from a
specific piece of the wood that displays the authentic
stencilled lettering, meaning every vehicle is a one of a
kind. The disc is set into the tray, which is finished in
American Walnut wood veneer to complement the
whisky barrel oak, with beautiful dovetail oints for an
exquisite finish. The specially crafted surround
showcases the distillery and Woollen Mill in the same
stencilled font, ust like a genuine whisky barrel – and
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whisky barrel wood.
ilchoman Distillery has a family connection to

Spencer Wilks, whose granddaughter athy Wills
established the distillery with her husband, Anthony, in
2005, providing an authentic link between the original
vehicle’s heritage, its namesake, the beautiful island
and the unique features found in the Classic Defender
Works V8 Islay Edition. A ‘639’ limited edition whisky is
also being produced in honour of the Defender Islay,
and each client will be presented with a bottle to
enhance their vehicle’s collectability.

ak wood veneer detailing extends to the rear
loadspace floor, and the beautifully finished and durable
feature meets the same rigorous quality and
engineering standards as those used on the latest
production Range Rovers. The clock on the centre of
the dashboard also mirrors the wood grain of the other
features.whisky barrel wood.

ilchoman Distillery has a family connection to
Spencer Wilks, whose granddaughter athy Wills
established the distillery with her husband, Anthony, in
2005, providing an authentic link between the original
vehicle’s heritage, its namesake, the beautiful island
and the unique features found in the Classic Defender
Works V8 Islay Edition. A ‘639’ limited edition whisky is
also being produced in honour of the Defender Islay,
and each client will be presented with a bottle to
enhance their vehicle’s collectability.

ak wood veneer detailing extends to the rear
loadspace floor, and the beautifully finished and durable

feature meets the same rigorous quality and
engineering standards as those used on the latest
production Range Rovers. The clock on the centre of
the dashboard also mirrors the wood grain of the other
features.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

The Classic Defender Works V8 Islay Edition
uses the same foundations as the Classic Defender
Works V8. Each vehicle is a painstakingly restored and
rebuilt classic Defender that has been expertly sourced
by Land Rover Classic’s specialists.

Donor vehicles date from 2012-2016 and Land
Rover Classic installs a modern naturally aspirated 5.0-
litre V8 powertrain with eight-speed ZF automatic
transmission. ffering 405hp and 515 m of torque,
performance is effortless.

The Islay Edition – like the Works V8 – will
accelerate from 0-60mph in 5.6 seconds, while top
speed is rated at 106mph. Every example is specially
selected and reengineered, with the Defender
Suspension Upgrade it comprising uniquely tuned
suspension that’s tailored for enhanced on-road comfort
and dynamics, with revised coil spring rate and
dampers. The Handling Upgrade it is also included,
which provides uprated Works V8 specification brake
discs, pads and calipers for enhanced stopping power.

The Defender Islay Edition was priced from
230,000 for the 90, and 245,000 for the 110.
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LegoLandie

LittleBrickie

THE LEGO® TECHNICS LAND ROVER DEFENDER KIT WHICH HAS NOW BEEN RETIRED WAS PUT
TOGETHER BY FREE CAR MAG PRODUCT TESTER LIVY. THE RESULTED MODEL IS IMPRESSIVE, SO

IMPRESSIVE WE RATED IT AGAINST OUR VERY OWN SERIES 3 AND IT WAS CERTAINLY LESS RUSTY
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911 Turbo

LittleBrickie

Free Car Mag’s editor was given Lego Technic
Defender on the occasion of a significant
birthday by overly generous family members.

owever because he is certainly ine t and definitely
la y it stayed in it’s bo for a few years.

Luc ily the Free Car Mag roduct tester staged
an intervention to carry out a full construction and
road test. Than s then to Livy for ta ing the time and
effort to actually ut the model together.

ccording to Livy t was straightforward but it
ays to be as methodical as you can. Follow the

instructions carefully and ma e sure you have every
art and ee it safe. ndeed there was one art

missing. ne tiny bric . Livy got in touch with Lego
customer service and they were incredibly hel ful
and o ed it in the ost. The build too a month or
so obviously not a full time ob as there are roducts
to be tested but the result is certainly im ressive. t
has a five star reviews which is throughly deserved.

h and ust in case you wondered there are 5
ieces and ideally you need to be 11 to com lete

the model.

nli e so many other models which seem to be
ust a little contrived and ointless the bree e bloc
ro ortions suit the Lego bric s erfectly. The idea

ought to be that you could them to ma e something
else which was always the creative oint of laying
with Lego. owever these are for grown u s. rown
u s who ossibly don’t have the s ace or ermission
for a real Defender but this one isn’t half bad. The
articulation of the sus ension is articularly
addictive. ou can’t hel ressing each corner and
driving it over obstacles. h yes you can drive it
than s to steering and the small wheel mounted on
the roof.
f you want one well ust at the moment Lego have
to decided to retire it from their range. ased on a

1 Defender a arently with assistance from
Land over themselves. am sure that it will come
bac one day but for the moment Free Car Mag
have to decide where it will go in the office. e are

uite tem ted to stic it to ceiling or at some aunty
angle on the wall. hen that’s done we will let you
now. ith a icture.
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Suitably fed and watered, we turned inland.
Rolling on, the landscape began to change.
Distant mountains rose as we climbed through
the hills. Some years ago, red kites had been
reintroduced here through a conservation
programme and the birds have thrived. We
watched as they danced and wheeled through
the air. Suddenly, one of them peeled away and
fell from the sky, diving on carrion by the edge
of the road. Entirely unconcerned by the
presence of humans, the creature was
apparently happy to co-exist.
At roughly the halfway point we stopped once
more, a comfort break in a visitors centre that
clung to the side of a steep, wooded valley.
ere, there were signs warning of sudden

aircraft noise. We were in the middle of a low-
ying training area, where the unwary might be
startled by the sudden roar of a military et.
amilies with children and dogs mingled with
climbers and walkers. Entirely absent were the
harried expressions and frenetic pace we d have
found in a motorway service station.

n the road again. Skirting the
mountains, we passed through a market town.
Several colourful motorbikes appeared, as did a
beautifully restored ord Escort exico,
enthusiasts at last able to en oy some warm,
dry weather. y now, people were starting to sit
outside the pubs, tables lling with late
afternoon beers.

ot far now. ust one more county to
cross. With home drawing ever closer, the
afternoon melted imperceptibly into evening.
began to re ect. t had been a good day. We
had covered a large distance at a pace dictated
by ourselves. Away from the ma or

conurbations and the high-speed intercity
routes, the is still a very beautiful country.
or those few short hours, felt almost free.

ars do that. hey open up a world that
would otherwise be hidden and allow us to
explore, to broaden our hori ons. here is
simply no other vehicle available that would
have made that ourney possible. ot one.

ut the private automobile has fallen out
of favour. ust yesterday, saw an angry
exchange on witter, in which another road
user referred to drivers as ar gammons. n
the rigid world of the pious, there is no room
for compromise. ars are bad. hose who drive
them are bad. Routinely castigated by the bien-
pensants who seem to be in charge of every
aspect of our national life, those who wish to
en oy the freedom cars a ord are rapidly
becoming outcasts.

hanks to relentlessly pushed and let s
face it - bigoted metropolitan attitudes and to
various punishing political interventions, all of
which have been debated ad nauseam, the era
of the car is drawing to a close. urrently, the
average cost of a new car in the is
approaching fty thousand pounds,
considerably more than the average wage. or
cars, it is already too late. t is over. ery soon
now, it will not be possible to buy a new car
with an internal combustion engine and the
alternative, well, isn t.

We are about to take a backwards step,
deliberately narrowing our hori ons. ike no
other form of transport on the planet, cars once
set us free. shall miss them when they are
gone.



%P ZPV FYQFDU UP USBWFM XIFO BOE XIFSF ZPV DIPPTF "GUFS BMM UIF 6, JT B EFNPDSBDZ SJHIU 8SPOH (PWFSONFOU JOTJTUT ��� PG KPVSOFZT TIPVME CF CZ XBMLJOH PS DZDMJOH�5P QFSTVBEF DJUJ[FOT UIFZ DPOUJOVPVTMZ NBLF ESJWJOHNPSF FYQFOTJWF NPSF EJDVMU BOE FODPVSBHF BOUJ�DBS QSPHSBNT CZQSPWJEJOH HSBOUT GPS -PDBM $PVODJMT UP FODPVSBHF B DIPJDF UIBU POMZ BNJOPSJUZ XBOU�
5IFTF (PWFSONFOU HVSFT TIPXXIBU ZPV BT DJUJ[FOT DIPPTF GPS USBOTQPSU�
"WFSBHF USJQT CZ QVSQPTF BOENBJONPEF BT B QSPQPSUJPO PG BMM NPEFT FUD�

1FSIBQT UIFSF JT B SFBTPO GPS UIJT VOEFNPDSBUJD EJTUSJCVUJPO PG USBOTQPSU GVOEJOH UIJT JT UIF OBUJPOBM SFHJPOBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PGUSBOTQPSU NPEF VTBHF�3FNFNCFS UIFTF BSF (PWFSONFOU OVNCFST ZFU UIFZ DPOUJOVF UP GVOE BOE TUBUF XF TIPVME QBSL PVS DBSTBOE XBML PS DZDMF� *U POMZ XPSLT JO -POEPO�
1FPQMF XJMM BMXBZT DIPPTF UIF FBTJFTU XBZ PG USBWFM BOE DMFBSMZ JU JT $BS PS 7BO

Transport Democracy?

4VQQPSU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 'BDFCPPL� IUUQ���XXX�GBDFCPPL�DPN�BMMJBODFPGCSJUJTIESJWFST'PMMPX 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 5XJUUFS� IUUQ���UXJUUFS�DPN�5IF"#%7JTJU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST XFCTJUF� IUUQ���XXX�BCE�PSH�VL�



Howard Cox, Founder of the FairFuelUK,
commissioned the Cebr (The Centre for
Economics and Business Research) to
analyse the economic impact of the proposed
extension of the ondon Ultra ow Emissions
one (U E ) in u ust

The ey points of the study are

The existin U E has an impact on the ondon
economy we estimate the costs to
businesses and consumers are million,
thou h as part of that ( million) is
re enue for Tf , in economics terms the
economic cost (the deadwei ht loss to
consumers and the admin costs) is
million

calin from this we estimate that the roposed
U E has an additional re enue impact of

million

This means that the total roposed U E scheme
(i e both the current scheme and the
proposed scheme) has a re enue cost to
consumers and businesses of million

f in addition the economic costs to users are
included the total cost rises to million

Usin a different measure, which discounts the

re enue costs because they represent
income to Tf but also includes their admin
costs, the total economic cost of the
scheme is million

oreo er these calculations only estimate the
direct effects

ince the impact of the roposed U E on ans
is times that of the existin U E and
hence essentially on business acti ity, it is
li ely that the roposed U E has
additional indirect economic effects which
we ha e not ta en into account, and that
for the extended scheme these could be
uite substantial

Howard Cox says ayor Khan s xation with an
alle ed air uality impro ement scheme
that not only needlessly eeces dri ers,
sole traders, and low income motorists, it
also rips at least half a billion out of the
Capital s economy per year t is way past
time, hard pressed ondoners rid
themsel es of this dishonest career
politician and support a new ayor that
will scrap U E for ood and et ondon
mo in a ain

ULEZ Shrinks the
economy by £500-800m



https://youtu.be/37Zz5X_xcNM

Free Car Mag
Gets on their Bike...



Still making good points
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that support
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.
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'SFF $BS .BH JT OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU NBH TP QMFBTF UVSO VQ UPTFF XIBU XFNJHIU CF EPJOH JO BNPOUIˏT UJNF� 8F IBWF OP JEFB BCPVUUIF EFUBJMT FYDFQU UIBU UIF TUPSJFT XJMMSFFDU XIBU JT IBQQFOJOH PO UIF GSPOUMJOF BHBJOTU BVUPUZSBOOZ�4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���
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01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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